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Challenging unconscious bias 

Hosted by international law 
firm Simmons & Simmons at 
their offices in London, this 
event featured Dr Claire 
Collins of Henley Business 
School talking about the 
latest research into 
unconscious bias, and Viv 
Bowra of LeasePlan UK 
recounting the lessons 
learned from her epic,  
two-week trek in the Arctic. From left to right: Dr Claire Collins (Henley Business School),  

Eucharia Bragg and Anne Sammon (Simmons & Simmons),  
Viv Bowra (LeasePlan UK), Professor Ginny Gibson (Deputy Dean, 
Henley Business School), Steve Moss (Director of HR, LeasePlan UK) 





Introduced by Professor Ginny Gibson – 
the Deputy Dean of Henley Business School – 
Dr Claire Collins presented updates on the 
latest research into unconscious bias (UB), 
noting that whilst explicit bias is falling,  
the levels of implicit bias appear to be  
on the increase. 



Challenging unconscious bias 
Claire explained how deep-rooted social conditioning has resulted in 
bias, to the point that the propensity to recruit white males is found 
amongst many women too. 

The research at early career levels showed gender bias based on 
perceived risk of reliability and work ethic, whereas in research at senior 
levels, where the candidates are likely to have had families, or be 
beyond that phase of their lives, the risk was reduced. 

Nevertheless, men are more readily regarded as individuals, whilst 
women are seen as representatives of their gender. Competence and 
warmth are still considered mutually exclusive, with no middle ground. 

Generally though, UB manifests itself in a tendency to hire people like 
ourselves, because we feel we can trust them, and because we believe 
that they will operate in the same way we do. 



‘Would things have been different if Lehman Brothers  
 had instead been Lehman Sisters?!’ 
  

 Sandy Cotter  



But what can be done? 
According to Claire’s exploration of current 
research, priming interviewers with ‘equality 
sentences’ can decrease bias, although bias 
control appears to be more effective when the 
control is self-motivated rather than imposed. 

Some of the actions Claire suggested might 
reduce the bias included: 

• Monitoring applicant and shortlist statistics 

• Creating a culture of equality 

• Considering anonymising shortlists 

• Awareness training. 



The Arctic Challenge 
Steve Moss and Viv Bowra then took to the stage, and recounted the 
story of how the LeasePlan UK 2015 Arctic Challenge came about. 

Inspired by explorer Debra Searle’s appearance at LeasePlan’s 2014 
Sales Conference, the company invited applications, with a view to 
selecting 12 participants. A total of 87 women applied. 

Despite some protests, the company was adamant that the group 
should be exclusively made up of women, and a subsequent survey 
revealed that many applicants would not have taken part in a mixed 
group. 

 



The Benefits 
Steve set out the benefits to three groups: 

To individuals – increased confidence and professional progress 

To the wider team – a focus on ‘MyChallenge’, linked to the  
Help for Heroes charity 

To the organisation – changing the way they looked at team-fit. 

As a result, the Board at LeasePlan UK, which had been 100% male,  
now has 3 women out of 8 Directors. 

A man has recently been appointed as a Director’s PA. 

Diversity is now seen as an opportunity, not a problem. 



Viv’s Story 



Facing the Challenge 
As the daughter of an explorer, and a mother to two boys,  
Viv Bowra was inspired to take on the challenge: 

‘I wanted to show that anything was possible, and wanted to inspire my 
kids. I never stopped thinking about them greeting me at the end of the 
process, and how proud they might be.’ 

It was to be a 100km ski-trek across Baffin Island in the Arctic Circle in 
temperatures averaging -15 degrees, led by professional adventurer 
and gender equality advocate, Debra Searle. 

But before the Challenge even started, Debra had to withdraw,  
leaving the LeasePlan team to face the 18-day trip without  
their principal guide and mentor. 



‘You must go on adventures to find out where you belong.’ 
NZ author and coach Sue Fitzmaurice 



Demons from every direction 
Spurred on by Sue Fitzmaurice’s philosophy, and the spirit of adventure 
instilled in her by her late father, Viv embarked upon a gruelling six months 
of training, including sub-zero sessions in a freezer room at their local 
Tesco, and advice on how to deal with marauding polar bears! 

She described how LeasePlan had helped ‘knock down the obstacles’  
by providing support including childcare costs during the training, and 
aside from building up strength and stamina, the team had to learn to work 
together. 

‘It’s said of any expedition that 30% of the success is physical, 70% mental. 
And I remember being told that: If you want to go far, go together; if you 
want to go fast, go alone.’  

Nevertheless, there was still opposition, and Viv recalled being accused of 
being selfish by a complete stranger for daring to leave her children with 
their father whilst she went off exploring. The mental challenge was to 
prove every bit as daunting as the physical one… 



The trek became a reality 
in Easter 2015. 

But despite all their 
preparation, temperatures 
of -30°C inside their tents, 
and blizzards outside took 
their toll, and pushed 
them to their limits. 

But in 21 April 2015, they 
arrived at their destination, 
exhausted but elated. 

It proved to be  
a life-changing experience  
for all of them. 





Q&A 

Following Viv’s enthralling tale, the audience was invited to put questions 
to the speakers, including  Anna Sammon from Simmons & Simmons.  

The topics covered included: 

• Whether women should use their femininity to their advantage 

• The challenges ahead for Hillary Clinton 

• Advice for other organisations looking for a challenge 

• What Viv had learned about herself 

• Why so few women were prominent in the EU Referendum campaign. 

 



Post-event feedback 



The following is a representative selection of the comments 
elicited from audience members after the event… 

What an amazing, inspiring 
story. I’m completely in awe 
of Viv and what she achieved. 

I only wish more men could 
have been here to hear this. 
It shows what is possible, 
and how stereotypes can be 
overcome. 
 

The research Claire 
talked about was really 
fascinating, and I’ll be 
putting a number of her 
ideas into action right 
away. 
 

Henley always puts on such 
interesting and insightful 
events. I always look forward 
to them. 

From a recruitment and 
talent development 
perspective, Claire’s 
research is invaluable. 
 



To find out more about future Henley Business School Alumni events, 
please contact the Alumni Relations Team by email at 
alumni@henley.ac.uk or phone +44 (0)1491 418 843. 
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